Housing is a Human Right
•••
Sanitation is a Human Right
•••
Clean water is a Human Right
•••
Healthy Food is a Human Right
•••
Fresh air is a Human Right
•••
Labor Unions
Worker’s unions are necessary to level the
bargaining process around wages, health
insurance and a dignified life. Multi-billion
dollar corporations concentrate on profits
gained through markets. A single lonely
person cannot bargain with large public
and private organizations that do not
consider the human condition.

•••
Decent life minimum wage
Figure out a decent life minimum wage in real
inflation adjusted candy bar dollars. When the
minimum wage was $1/hr a candy bar cost 5¢.
That’s 20 candy bars per hour. The price of a
candy bar now is $1.25. Twenty candy bars at
$1.25 = $25/hr minimum wage adjusted to
constant candy bar dollars.

•••
Austerity
A very old and stable economic policy forced
on the population to create insecure workers
willing to work for whatever they can get.

Family Farm Organic Agriculture

Unending War

Clean healthy food helps humans grow
bigger and stronger twelve ways. Farm land
is also improved. Small traditional family
farm agriculture produces 70% of the world’s
food on the table. Corporate industrialized
agriculture is a war against Earth for the
benifit of almost nobody.

War is a racket. Unending war is a long lasting
extortion racket. Citizens lose no matter what
side they live on.

•••
Race, Religion and Sex

Humans are a species of Earth Life. Skin color is
not a definition of humanity any more than are
religion or sexual orientation. Government is
separate from these subjects except to ensure
equal justice and peaceful relations among all
citizens living within a nation.

•••
Catastrophic Climate Change

Join the Green-Rainbow Party and start winning.

•••
Public Education for All
Public education freely available at all ages and
levels creates a stong & vital nation. Debts for
public college attendance should be canceled.

•••
Peace on Earth

Peace sounds easy yet is rare. Long ago the world
seemed large. Barbarians could travel from their
civilized homelands and plunder innocent people
in distant lands without fear of being discovered
as pirates willing to do anything to steal the
wealth of others and bring it home. Times have
changed. Peace is required for human survival.
Pirate capitalism has damaged Earth with endless
war, privatization and abstract financialization of
life in general. For the profit of almost nobody.

•••
Global Environmental Collapse

Little things like millions of gallons of blue
toilet flushing chemicals can make a big
difference.

•••
Plastic Pollution

Regulate single use plastic at point of sale and
as a packaging material. Microplastics travel
on the wind, rivers and sea; then into biology.

•••
Reparations
The Americas were invaded by Europeans
who enslaved and murdered indigenaries
and people kidnapped from Africa. This is a
topic long overdue for discussion. Those who
claim they are not responsible for sins of the
past refuse to admit they enjoy the spoils
today. Helping level society and make it more
fair does not mean impoverishing oneself.

•••
Leaderless Constituent Assembly

No computer will ever keep up with many
brains communicating purposefully. Social
science of today is just learning to know it
can actually witness evolution accelerating at
an accelerating rate. The idea and power
source of a leaderless constituent assembly
is cosmic powered biology manifest as social
humans in sync with Cosmos expanding at
an accelerating rate.
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